PASS
Parents Advocating for Student Success
PASS

Program emphasis on:
- Personal recruitment
- Instruction in first language
- Quality content
- Weekly contact by facilitator
- Connection to school personnel
PASS for Elementary School

- Home and school collaboration
- Home, motivation and self-esteem
- Communication and discipline
- Academic standards
- How the school system functions in elementary school
- The road to college
- Dialogue with principal and graduation celebration
PASS for Middle School

- Adolescence, a time of change
- Positive communication enhances self-esteem
- How to motivate teenagers to read
- Obstacles that get in the way of success in school
- How the school system functions in middle school
- The road to college
- Dialogue with principal and graduation celebration
PASS for Middle School

Education: Our Best Legacy
- Foundations for school success
- Expectations and structure help children learn
- Learning: opportunities in and out of school
- Positive relationships and setting a good example
- Understanding the school system
- Striving for high school graduation and beyond
- Planning for the future and celebration
PASS

- 2006 to date
- Participants: 1,240+
- Parent Graduates: 850+
- Languages: English, Spanish, Karen, Lao, Tigrinya

quick stats